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äýQop]in]S]t]/
Katopanishad
Section 3
Volume 20

[i–]SQõt] jÅg—ýt] p—−py] v]r−n]/ in]bçD]t] |
Ü¶rsy] DÅr− in]ix]tÅ durõty]yÅ, dug]* \p]T]st]t]/ äýv]yç v]dõint] ||

3 – 14

ax]bdõ\ asp]x]* \ arUp]\ avy]y]\, t]TÅ arõs]\ in]ty]\ ag]nD]v]t]/ c] y]t]/ |
anÅidõ-an]nt]\ m]hõtù p]rõ\ D—÷v]\, in]cÅyy] t]t]/ m³ty¶ m¶KÅt]/ p—ým¶cy]tà ||

3 - 15

nÅic]ä†t]\ [pÅKyÅn]\, m³ty¶p—o•> s]nÅt]n]\ |
[ktvÅ ÛutvÅ c] màDÅvÆ, b—ýÀõlçä† m]hIy]tà ||

3 – 16

y] wm]\ p]rõm]\ g¶Áõ\, Û−v]yàt]/ b—ýÀõs]\s]idõ |
p—ýy]t]” Û−£õä−là vÅ t]t]/, ˜n]ntyÅy] äýlp]tà ||
t]t]/ ˜n]ntyÅy] äýlp]t] wit] |

3 – 17

wit] t³tÆy]] v]ÍI |
p—ýT]mçDyÅyù ||
˜tm]#Ån]\ – ˜tm]
dõx]*n]\ - Self Knowledge, recognition of the true nature of oneself as s]ty] sv]rUp], #Ån]
sv]rUp] an]nt] sv]rUp], p—ýxÅnt] sv]rUp], p½N]* p¶ruS], The p¶ruS]o–]m], The p]rb—ýÀõn],/ The
p]rõmàìv]rõ, The ˜tmÅ “I”, already in oneself. Therefore, as a human being, it is one’s
As we saw last time, one gains Total Fulfillment in life only through

overriding duty to oneself to take the immediate steps necessary to learn to recognize
the Truth of oneself to gain ˜tm] dõx]*n]\ - to recognize the ˜tmÅ “I” in oneself, by
oneself, as oneself.
Our Upanishads give this message repeatedly. The b³hõd−rõNy]äý

y]: At]t]/ aÜ]rõ\ (˜tmÅn]\) aiv]idõtvÅ
asmÅt]/ lçä−t]/ p—‡it] sù äëp]Nù ||
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The one who departs from this world without gaining

˜tm]#Ån]\ – Self Knowledge, that

person is a äëp]Nù – a miser, one who has not made the best use of his life-time, which
means one who has wasted one’s life-time.
Again, the Kenopanishad says: (2 – 5):

whõ càt]/ avàdIt]/ aT] s]ty]\ aist], n] càt]/ wh avàdIt]/ m]hõtÆ iv]n]iSqõ: |
Here, in this world, while one is still living, where alone it is possible for one to gain
˜tm]#Ån]\ – Self Knowledge, if one takes the necessary steps to gain Self Knowledge,

then there is s]ty]\ – there is wisdom and purpose in life for that person. On the other
hand, if one does not take the necessary steps to gain Self Knowledge in this life, if one
chooses to dissipate one’’s life time without taking the steps necessary to gain Self
Knowledge, then it is a great loss for that person. It is a loss, which one can never make
up for ages to come, which again means that that person has simply wasted his life.
In the contrext here, the
manner:

äýQõop]in]S]t]/ gives the same message again in a very powerful

[i–]SQõt] jÅg—ýt] p—−py] v]r−n]/ in]bçD]t] |
Ü¶rsy] DÅr− in]ix]tÅ durõty]yÅ, dug]* \p]T]st]t]/ äýv]yç v]dõint] ||

3 – 14

Nachiketa is listening and Lord y]m] roars with a resounding voice.

[i–]SQõt] jÅg—ýt]
[i–]SQõt] - Get up, jÅg—ýt] wake up. This is not simply a message for Nachiketa alone.
This is a clarion call to every human being capable of listening. This is an urgent call to
the hesitant as well as the daring, to the weak as well as the strong alike.
[i–]SQõt] – Get up, you are still sleeping. You are still dream-walking

jÅg—ýt] – Wake up. It is now time for you to wake up from your a#Ån] in]¨− – slumber of
self-ignorance

a#Ån] in]¨− – slumber of selfignorance is the root cause. Therefore, shake off this sleep, [i–]SQõt] – uplift youself
from this life of self delusion in the world of im]TyÅ – in the world of ever-changing
For all your confusion, delusion, sorrow and distress, this

appearances.
As we have seen in the äýEv]ly]
Katopanishad
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p¶n]‘õ j]nmÅnt]rõ äým]*yçgÅt]/, s] Av] jÆv]: sv]ip]it] p—ýb¶£” |
Even when we are awake, as we think we are right now, we are not really awake,
because we are not awake to Absolute Reality. Our waking state is only another kind of
dream state, where we continue to be ignorant about the true nature of our own selves.
An ordinary person is immersed in one’s own sense life as if it is the be-all and end-all
of human existence, being blissfully unaware of the triviality of one’s hopes and
achievements, and the immensity of the inner spiritual world lying in hand.
But a time comes when one becomes ripe for awakeing, and at that time, a mere
suggestion is enough to awaken the person from stagnation of sense life to the
dynamism of spiritual life. That is the potential power of [i–]SQõ m]nˆ] in Vedanta. It is
That power that Lord
such awakenng.

y]m] uses here to awaken Nachiketa, who is absolutely ready for

Sri Krishna uses the power of [i–]SQõ m]nˆ] on four different occasions to awaken and
uplift Arjuna from the depths of his sorrow, depression, doubts and sense of
helplessness. For those in similar situations, these timely words of Sri Krishna are of
enormous significance in uplifting themselves and moving forward.

Ü¶¨õ\ h&dõy] dOb]*ly]\ ty]•/vÅ [i–]SQõ p]rõ\t]p] |

G2–3
Get rid of your fear and weak-heartedness. Stand up, wake up, grow up, live up to your
real nature. Again

t]smÅt]/ [i–]SQõ äOntày] y¶£−y] äët] in]‘õyù |

G 2 – 37
Get out of this sense of depression, and do what needs to be done, as your immediate
duty at this time and place. Again,

iCõtvðn]\ s]\x]y]\ yçg]\ ˜it]S]Qõ [i–]SQõ BÅrõt] |
G 4 – 42
Get rid of your doubts, and yçg]\ ˜it]SQõ – uplift yourself in #Ån]äým]*s]\nyÅs] yçg] and
[i–]SQõ – wake up to your Absolute Reality. Again,
t]smÅt]/ tv]\ [i–]SQõ y]xç l]B]sv] |

G 11 – 33
The only way by which you can befit your name, form and fame, is to wake up to your
Absolute Reality by simply being an instrument to the serve the will of p]rõmàìv]r already

in yourself (in]im]–]

mÅˆ]\ B]v], s]vy]sÅic]n]/).

All the above words were spoken by Sri Krishna at different contexts which we must
recall to fully appreciate the potential power of [i–]SQõ m]nˆ] in one’s spiritual progress.
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[i–]SQõt] jÅg—ýt] m]nˆ],

such awakeing has to be

followed by a march to the top within oneself, namely, The

iv]SNç: p]rõm]\ p]dõ\

– The

p]rb—ýÀõn]/

– The p]rõmàìv]rõ The ˜tmÅ “I” within oneself. But this spiritual path is not a
familiar one, and one’s sense-bound intellect is never a reliable guide in this
extraordinary field of spiritual endeavour. Therefore one has to seek the help and
guidance from the experiences of one who has already travelled this path successfully,
and discovered the TRUTH about oneself.

Such guidance is available to a seeker either occasionally from a living teacher or
always from the living teachings of by-gone teachers, such as the Upanishads.
Therefore, Lord y]m] urges the seeker

p—−py] v]r−n]/ in]bçD]t] –
in]bçD]t] - Learn the path of spiritual life. Learn how to uplift yourself from
a#Ån] in]¨− – slumber of spititual ignorance
p—−py] v]r−n]/, ÛeSQõ ˜cÅyÅ*n]/ - approaching properly, with Û£] and B]i•

the great

teachers of spiritual knowledge.
One who is sleeping or dreaming cannot be awakened by oneself. Therefore, one
needs somebody else who is awake to wake up the one who is sleeping or dreaming.
That is why there is a need for one to seek external help from an ˜cÅy]* - a qualified
teacher in one’s spiritual progress.
As for Nachiketa, there is no problem, because he is already getting the help of a great
teacher – Lord y]m], who is Himself a great b—ýÀõiv]DyÅcÅy]*. As for people like us, we are
free to choose the help of any one who may be able to help, but we must always
remember that all help from external teachers is meant only to awaken oneself to the
supreme teacher already within every one of us, namely, one’s own pure consciousness
– The p]rõmàìv]rõ already within oneself.
Living at this age, we are particularly fortunate. By reading the

B]g]v]t]/ gÆtÅ

in its

Ûõ£− and B]i•, one gets all the help one needs to gain
Ultimately however, ˜tm]dõx]*n]\ – recognition of the true

entirety again and again, with

˜tm]#]n]\

– Self Knowledge.
nature of oneself has to take place by one’s own self only. As the Upanishad said
earlier, to gain

˜tm] dõx]*n]\, one needs ait]s½Üm] b¶i£

– a

b¶i£

cultivated and sharp

enough to tread and cross the difficult path leading to the Destination
oneself.
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mÅg]* – the path of Wisdom leading to ˜tmÅ “I” within, Lord y]m] says:

Ü¶rsy] DÅr− in]ix]tÅ durõty]yÅ |
dug]* \p]T]st]t]/ äýv]yç v]dõint] ||
dug]* \p]T]st]t]/
t]t]/ p]T]: - That #Ån] mÅg]*, that path leading to ˜tm]dõx]*n]\ – that path leading to the
destination ˜tmÅ “I”
dug]* \- is very difficult to tread
durõty]yÅ - is very difficult to cross, because it is like
Ü¶rsy] DÅr− in]ix]tÅ - it is like walking on the sharp edge of a razor kept sharpened
further and further (in]ix]tÅ)
äýv]yç v]dõint] - so say the wise ones who have successfully travelled that path.
That means the #Ån] mÅg]* – the path leading to ˜tm]dõx]*n]\ by one’s b¶i£ is not an easy
one to tread and to cross, because both the ˜tm]v]s/tu] – the destination to be reached,
and the instrument that is needed to reach that destination, namely the s½Üm] b¶i£, are
of the utmost subtlety.

s½Üm] b¶i£, can be gained only through proper sense of values, the highest level of
self-discipline, dedicated cultivation of p½N]* #Ån]\ - both objective knowledge and
Upanishad knowledge, and continued Ûõv]N]\, m]n]n]\, in]idõDyÅs]n]\, Ûõ£−, B]i•, DyÅn] yçg]
and tyÅg] s]\nyÅs] b¶i£.
The

In the next verse, Lord y]m] points out how extremely subtle the ˜tmÅ is:

ax]bdõ\ asp]x]* \ arUp]\ avy]y]\, t]TÅ arõs]\ in]ty]\ ag]nD]v]t]/ c] y]t]/ |
anÅidõ-an]nt]\ m]hõtù p]rõ\ D—÷v]\, in]cÅyy] t]t]/ m³ty¶ m¶KÅt]/ p—ým¶cy]tà ||

3 - 15

˜tm]v]st¶ ˜tmÅ “I” is in]rõit]x]y]\ - beyond any comparison. How can
one measure the utmost subtlety of ˜tmÅ “I”? By merging, by absorbing, by resolving
the g¶N], the quality of an effect into that of its cause, the subtlety, the purity, the
The subtlety of

immensity, the pervasiveness of the cause are increased. That is understandable
knowledge.
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For example, with reference to the five great primordial elements – the
the Upanishad says:

p]Vc]m]h−B½tÅs,

˜ä−x] (space) came vÅy¶ air. From vÅy¶ (air) came aig¦] (fire). From aig¦] (fire)
came ˜pù (water), and from ˜pù (water) came p³iT]vÆ (earth). In this sequence of
From

creation, there is a progressive decrease in subtlety, purity, immensity and
pervasiveness, as can be seen from their inherent qualities (g¶N]s). The qualities of
these five great elements are respectively
(taste), and g]nD] (smell).

x]bdõ (sound), sp]x]* (touch), rUp]

(form),

rõs]

The earth has all the five qualities, and hence, it is the least subtle among the five
elements. The water has only the first four qualities, and hence it is more subtle than
earth. The fire has only the first three qualities and hence it is even more subtle than
water. The air has only the first two qualities, and hence it is even more subtle than fire.
The space has only the first quality, and hence it is the most subtle, the most pure, the
most immense, and the most pervasive among the five great primordial elements (the
p]Vc]m]h−B½tÅs).
If there is something that is even more subtle, more pure, more immense, more
pervasive than ˜ä−x] – The space, that something must be free from all the five
qualities, and that is the case with respect to the
subtlety of the ˜tmÅ “I”, the Upanishad says:

˜tm]v]st¶ - ˜tmÅ “I”. Indicating the

ax]bdõ\ asp]x]* \ arUp]\ arõs]\ ag]nD]v]t]/ c] The nature of ˜tmÅ is:
ax]bdõ\ - That which does not have sound as quality
asp]x]* \ – That which does not have touch as quality
arUp]\ - That which does not have Form as quality
arõs]\ - That which does not have taste as quality
ag]nD]v]t]/ c] - That which does not have smell as a quality
And yet, it is only because of ˜tmÅ “I” that all these qualities are lighted up so that they
can be experienced by one’s sense organs, and their knowledge can be gained by
one’s b¶i£. Thus ˜tm]

cðt]ny]\ – the pure consciousness, the pure awareness – ˜tmÅ “I”
is the basis for the recognition of all g¶N]s, all qualities, without Itself being any of them.
Katopanishad
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We must recall here what we have already heard in ä†nçp]in]S]t]/ (1 – 2)

Ûoˆ]sy] Ûoˆ]\ m]n]sç m]nç y]t]/
vÅcç hõ vÅc]\ s] [ p—−N]sy] p—−Nù |
c]Ü¶S] ‘õÜ¶: ait]m¶cy] DÆr−:
p—†ty] asmÅÍoä−t]/ am³tÅ B]v]int] ||
The Supreme Being – the

˜tmÅ

“I” is not an ear, is not a mind, is not an organ of

speech, is not p—−N], is not an eye, is not an win¨õy] of any kind. At the same time, That is

p—−NÅ s, all eyes, and indeed, all win¨õy]s in ONE. That is the ONE
source from which all win¨õy]s derive their powers to function as they do. That win¨õy] of
all win¨õy]s is not an object possessed by the Supreme Being, That is Supreme Being
Itself. That Supreme Being is Itself the subject ˜tmÅ “I”.
all ears, all minds, all

Similarly, here, the ˜tm]v]st¶ The ˜tmÅ “I” is all g¶N]s in ONE – without Itself being any
of g¶N]s themselves. As Sri Krishna says:

s]và*in¨õy]g¶Nò}]BÅs]\ s]và*in¨õy] iv]v]ij]*t]\ |
as]•\ s]v]*B³ccðv] in]g]*uN]\ g¶N]Bçkt]& c] ||

(G 13 – 14)

s]và*in¨õy]g¶Nò}]BÅs]\ s]và*in¨õy] iv]v]ij]*t]\ - Without any win¨õy] whatsoever, That ˜tmÅ “I”
shines through all the win¨õy]]s and all their g¶N]s in all beings in this creation
as]•\ s]v]*B³ccðv] - That ˜tmÅ “I”, while remaining uninvolved, unbound and
independent, sustains every being in this creation; and
in]g]*uN]\ g¶N]Bçkt]& c] – That ˜tmÅ “I”, while having no qualities or attributes, indwells,
permeates, envelopes and sustains all qualities and all attributes in all beings in this
creation.
Such is the nature of the ˜tm]v]st¶

˜tmÅ

Further, the nature of ˜tmÅ “I” is avy]y]\,

“I”.

in]ty]\, anÅidõ-an]nt]\, m]hõtù p]rõ\, D—÷v]\

avy]y]\ – means n] vyàit] = n] ÜÆy]tà. ˜tmÅ “I” does not decay, diminish or change in
any way, and therefore,
in]ty]\ - It is Eternal
Katopanishad
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an]nt]\ - ˜tmÅ is beginningless and endless. ˜tmÅ has no cause, and it is
not the direct cause for any effect either. There being no cause for b—ýÀõn]/, ˜tmÅ “I”, it
and

cannot be resolved in something else. One cannot resolve Awareness anywhere, or in
anything. ˜tmÅ “I” is where everything is resolved and ˜tm]v]st¶ Itself cannot be
resolved in anything. Similarly, for the

˜tm]v]st¶,

there is no end anywhere, which

means that for the ˜tm]v]st¶ there is no effect.
We must understand this clearly –

˜tmÅ

“I” has neither cause nor effect. This entire

mÅyÅ, constituted of
mÅyÅ g¶N]s, mÅyÅ\ t¶ p—ýäëit]\ iv]DyÅt]/ - The nature of this creation is only mÅyÅ.
creation is indeed an effect, but immediate cause for this effect is

m]hõt]: p]rõ\
m]hõt]/ is ihõrõNy]g]B]*, which is s]m]iSQõ b¶i£
Therefore, m]hõt]: p]rõ\ means

– the totality of all

b¶i£s

in this creation.

˜tmÅ “I” transcends ihõrõNy]g]B]*.
˜tmÅ “I” exists as x¶£õ cðt]ny]\ – Pure consciousness, Pure Awareness.
˜tmÅ “I” is always p½N]*: - All inclusive. It is called sÅiÜ] sv]rUp]\ – as Witness, only with
reference to something that is seen as an object. With reference to anything that is
seen, ˜tmÅ “I” is the Seer (Üàˆ]$#]:)

D—÷v]\ -˜tmÅ “I” is Absolute Eternity, not bound by time - äøqõsTù

˜tmÅ “I” is ax]bdõ\, asp]x]* \, arUp]\, arõs]\, ag]nD]v]t]/ c], avy]y]\,
in]ty]\, anÅidõ-an]nt]\, m]hõtù p]rõ\, D—÷v]\ - It is that ˜tmÅ one discovers in oneself, by
oneself, as oneself, reaching the final step of aDyÅtm] yçg].
Thus, the nature of

in]cÅyy] t]t]/ m³ty¶ m¶KÅt]/ p—ým¶cy]tà
t]t]/ in]cÅyy] – Recognizing That ˜tmÅ “I” in oneself, by oneself, as oneself,
m³ty¶ m¶KÅt]/ p—ým¶cy]tà – one is released from the jaws of death, which means one is
released from aiv]DyÅ ä−m] äým]* l]Ü]N]s – all manifestations and consequences of selfignorance, desires and actions.

y]m] concludes his Discourse in this section of the Upanishad. As we
may recall, it is äýQõ m]hõ`iS] who is presenting this Upanishad to his disciples in y]j¶rõ
So saying, Lord
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vàdõ, long after the event had taken place. Obviously, this Upanishad is being presented
in two sessions. The first session is now over.
It is usual practice in such presentations to conclude the session with a ’ýl] Ûuit]
eulogizing the benefits one derives by teaching or listening to such discussions. The
following two verses constitute the ’ýl] Ûuit] for what has been covered thus far in this
Upanishad.

n]]ic]ä†t]\ [pÅKyÅn]\ m]&ty¶ p—o•> s]nÅt]n]\ |
[•/vÅ ÛutvÅ c] màDÅvÆ b—ýÀõlçä† m]hIy]tà ||

3 – 16
Any wise person who recites or listens to this discourse on this ancient knowledge as
spoken by Lord y]m] to Nachiketa, that person

b—ýÀõlçä† m]hIy]tà – that person experiences the immense joy of being in the company of
the highest within oneself.

y] wm]\ p]rõm]\ g¶Áõ\, Û−v]yàt]/ b—ýÀõs]\s]idõ |
p—ýy]t]” Û−£õä−là vÅ t]t]/, ˜n]ntyÅy] äýlp]tà ||
t]t]/ ˜n]ntyÅy] äýlp]t] wit] |

3 – 17

Any person who, with a clean body and mind, with Ûõ£− and devotion, reads and makes
others listen to this sacred Upanishad, either in the assembly of people who appreciate
b—ýÀõiv]§õ] knowledge, or at the time of Û]õ£ ceremonies, which means annual ceremonies
for the immediate past ancestor, that person makes oneself fit for gaining

s]m]st] m]¯ýLõ\

Wìv]rõ äýq−Ü]\ - all divine blessings and happiness. Again, that person makes oneself fit
for gaining divine blessings and happiness. The repetition here is to indicate the
conclusion of this session.
Thus ends section 3 of äýQop]in]S]t]/. There are still three more sections in this
Upanishad. We will start with section 4 next time.
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